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By
Joan London

Sleepy Labor
Yawns

The sleeping giant opened his
By the spring of 1894, the full
eyes, yawned and returned to
effect of the panic and depression
sleep for another year. It is a
of the preceding year was being
beautiful, peaceful sleep, for not
'' felt all over America. The air
yet does he realize the prominent
11 was charged with discontent and
position he should take in directtalk of the armies of the uneming the destiny of the world.
ployed which were preparing to
Power—the mightiest power in
march on Washington. Coxey was the world,
not money or maleaving Ohio on Easter
Sunday, Frye shortly after, chines, but power in its most
and Kelly's Army was
forming in Oakland, Cali- tangible form, power with menfornia.
tality to direct, and rule and supJack London was
eighteen years old. For four
port itself in luxury—marched
years he had been
successively factory hand, oyster down the thousands of Market
pirate, fish-patrolman and
sailor before the mast. Streets of the world on Sept. 7.
Now, attempting to settle
down and "amount to
Yes, it was a great parade, but
something," he found himself working long hours
what
a feeble gesture, really.
for low pay and getting
precisely nowhere.
One day, one day out of three
Realization of the merciless exploitation of his
hundred and sixty-five, for those
strength whenever he tried to sell it for
wages, thousands upon thousands of
impatience of restraint and dull routine, and an inbuilders and creators of wealth
tense desire to know
more about the world at first to call their own, and plod slowhand see him to seeking a
means of escape. When ly down a street they built
he learned of
Kelly's Army, his decision to join it through a city they built, but do
Was quickly made.
not own, to exhibit the tremendThe Southern Pacific
Company was opposing the ous strength of which they are
array With every means at its disposal,
but hatred as yet only dimly aware! Just
of this company
was shared by middle and work- one day, and then the Giant reing class alike in
the West, and they aided and turns to sleep.
abetted the marchers in every way possible.
ExSince time immemorial his has
citement and enthusiasm reached their height when
been a house divided against itKelley succeisfully defied the railroad and won
self, a house with this watchpassenger cars for the first leg of the journey.
word emblazoned over the door:
On the morning of the
departure, the railroad "Obey Thy Master." It is a
advanced the time the train was to leave by two
house with the intelligence that
hours, and London was one of many who were
left Invented the most intricate mabehind. Previous experience on the road stood
chines, with the brawn that dug
him in good stead
and he pushed on rapidly, riding the iron, made it into steel and
blinds, bumpers and rods, and braking coal when
cast it in its various forms,
necessary. In the midst of a blizzard at the sumbut alas, it Is also a house that
mit of the Rockies he
caught up with a detachment will not yet say proudly: "I
of the army.
There were eighty-four of them in a built, and what I made is my
large refrigerator car,
and he had no sooner en- own. I am my own Master."
tered the car than he became acquainted with the
Next year the Giant will
awaken again for one day. How
"threshing machine."
long will it be before his masIt was almost dark
and there was little floor
soothing voice humming
Space. Stepping accidentally on a recumbent hobo, ter's
Into his ear, "Be it ever thus,"
he was abruptly
propelled through the air, landing falls to lull him back to sleep?
. A. BARGEMAN. •
heavilY on another. Resentment and its accomPanYine action was immediate. For several minSteamer Strikes Rock
utes—until he unexpectedly found a bit of free
ALAMEDA, Calif.— While enspace—he was tossed back and forth in the car.
route from Seattle, the Dollar
When he caught his breath, he discovered that the freighter, Seattle, struck a 'subthreshing machine had been his initiation and wel- merged rock off Cape Flattery,
come. And while they rode east through the bliz- ripping a large hole in her hull.
Closing the bulwarks, ship's perzard, they wore the afternoon and night away tellwere able to bring the ship
sonnel
ing stories that had never been heard before—
power to port at
good stories they were, for the threshing machine under her own
Encinal Terminal, Alameda.
awaited a failure.
Until the army reached Council Bluffs, everything went well. Then the organized opposition of
the railroads began to be felt, and from then until
London left the army at Hannibal, Missouri, to
Push on alone, the going was more and more difficult. It was tragically plain that the armies of the
unemployed could not withstand the impact of the
forces lined up against them.
1894 wee the turning point in London's life. Eyes
and ears open, he observed and listened to everything that went on about him. Many of the members of the army were professional hoboes, but
many More were unemployed workers and tradeunionists. From his contact with these men, from
what he heard and observed as he traveled through
the country, and from his own experiences with
railroad dicks, and in prison on a vagrancy charge,
came the realization for the first time of class- consciousness: he was a part of the American
Working class. Out of this grew his determination
to understand
more of the class struggle he observed on every side, and to discover, the most effective part he could play in it.
r-------

Federation Birth

i Flow It Can Happen Here
There comes a time in the life
of many
abstract words when they
have been used so
often in so
many different ways, when
they
have become
such catch-phrases
in the
mouths of demagogues and
fools, that they cease
to have any
real
meaning. Such words as
Justice,
Brotherhood, Equality,
Freedom, Democracy, are familiar
examples of this facts Lynchers
and vigilantes talk about
"seeing
Justice done" when they go after
their victims.
Employers talk
about Freedom
when, to protect
their profits,
they launch a camDeign of terror
against their workers. Peace and
War are further
examples of such w,ords. Everybody hates
War. Even Mussolini
and Hitler must
say that they hate
it. In the
United States, the same
is true of
Even Hearst
is "opposed"Fascism.
to Fascism—for "Democracy against Fascism and
Communism" is the way he puts it.
Only a few
isolated groups of
hooded nit-wits openly espouse
the
term.
To the workers,
Fascism is a
reality—a grim reality and
because of this fact,
they must know
What it is and how
to combat it.
They cannot
afford to use the
Word as loosely
as Hearst and the
Liberty League use
"Communism"
and "Socialism."
They cannot afford to let the
word become 80

meaningless, so abstract, such a
mere "radical" catch-phrase that
It will eventually lose all reality
—and all sense of real menace—
in the minds of the masses. In
short, to combats Fascism, they
must be realists, not religious revivalists.
What lesson can the American
workers learn from the history of
Fascism in Europe? First, that
Fascism does not grow and triumph in the NAME of reaction.
Mussolini, Hitler and their minor
counterparts concealed their real
purpose by using radical language.
Hitler even called his party the
National Socialist Party though
he stood for everything which Socialism despises. Mussolini talked
most loudly of "the welfare of the
masses" at the very moments
when .he was crushing with an
iron hand every semblance of
worker organization. Both Hitler
their
directed
Mussolini
and
appeals at lower -middle - class
groups, at unemployed professionals who saw no hope ahead,
at large sections of unorganized
workers by promising great reforms. Both before and after he
came to power, Hitler spoke of
"our revolution."
These Fascist demagogues would
have stood no chance if they had
failed to bid for popular support,
(Continued on Page 8)
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UNFAIR TO LABOR!

;Send Reaction
I To Supplement!

By
Staff Correspondent
(This is the second of a series
of articles on the history of Maritime Unions to be published in
the Supplement.)
-egro-siIL
With the appearance of the
Coast Seamen's Union of the Pacific in March, 1885, and of the
Steamship Sailors' Protective Association in May of the
next year, the principle of organization began to take
a firm hold on American seamen throughout the country. Other groups soon appeared in various ports. The
Seattle, Wash., agency of the Coast Seamen's Union
was established in November, 1887. Meantime, the
sailors on the Atlantic Coast were busy, and in 1889
the Atlantic Coast Seamen's Union was organized.
For some time the West Coast sailors had been aware
that one organization could better serve their purposes
than two. Accordingly on July 1, 1891, an amalgamation of the Steamship Sailors' Protective Association
and the Coast Seamen's Union took place, and the Sailors' Union of the Pacific came into being.
eeesseseesessessereser
'eSeeSseeee:::::'S'a: •
One more important step remained to be taken, and
year
when
the
this was accomplished the following
Lake Seamen's Union, composed of sailors on the Great
What is less palpable than.
Lakes, the Atlantic Coast Seamen's Union, and the
starvation wages, but just as real,
Sailors' Union of the Pacific formed the International
are those injustices that litter the
Seamen's Union.
city streets like the sewage of a
Long before this expansion had been accomplished, fifteenth century hamlet,
the West Coast seamen had begun to take steps to
meet the basic problems which already confronted them
and which have continued to confront them ever since.
A shipping office had been opened on Spear Street one
month after the formation of the Coast Seamen's Union.
Records reveal that the shipowners of 1885 did not differ from those of today, for almost immediately after
the shipping office began functioning, a mass meeting ES;
was called to protest undue police interferenee. The
In the press, over the air, from
next year the union opened its own shipping office.
lips of employers, by politithe
The sailors also actively sponsored a move to form a
Council of Federated Trades—the forerunner of the cians and government officials,

Organize

Such crimes against justice as
small children compelled to sell
newspapers at all hours of the day
in order that they might eat,
theaters spewing forth romantic

Demand

Fight

nonsense that has no relation to
anything human, armed human
beings walking the streets in the
guise of "law enforcement,"—
these must be forever eliminated.

The Unassailable
Right
to Strike
By

With this, the second issue of
the SUPPLEMENT, we hope to
awaken a definite response front
the membership. It is only a beginning and many interesting features are planned for the future.
Material submitted to us which
does not appear in this issue will
be printed in subsequent ones.
We hope our contributors will be
patient. Of course, this does not
mean that we have been deluged
with material; on the contrary,
the response has been far beloW
expectations.
Once more we are soliciting material for our SUPPLEMENT from
our readers. Comments favorable
or otherwise will be welcomed, It
is our ambition to make the
SUPPLEMENT answer a definite
need which we believe is felt bee
the wide-awake trade unionist.
That need is knowledge of the
background of the labor movement and information on present
events of importance to it. We
hope we can succeed in this.
Again let us call your attention
to giving us the benefit of your
opinion.
EDITOR.

Struggle

Sacrifice

Progress

Travers Clement

toward compulsory arbitration and can survive either.
negation of .the right • to strike
Arbitration boards are not made
without- attempting to write it into
up of workers. At their best they
the laws of the
San Francisco City Labor Council, In December, 1885, chambers of commerce, industrial
land. There are are made up of a representative
EXPOSE
a convention was called for this purpose, and January, associations and employers' organother kinds o f called "impartial" citizen who rep1886, saw the organization of the Council.
OWNERS' Compulsion. 11 of the workers, a representative
izations of every sort, one of la. .
The following year a jurisdictional dispute between bor's most fundamental . lights is
DEVICE
public
opinion of the employers, and some sothe Steamship Sailors' Protective Association and the being subjected to subtle and concan be ••suffieCoast Seamen's Union resulted in the former being tinuous attack. This is the right iently aroused by the employers so resents that vague thing called
"the public" and who is supposed
expelled from the Council of Federated Trades, and it to strike.
that any time a strike threatens
to give the board its "impartial"
was through their efforts, after their expulsion, that,the
Today in the .United.,States this they can demand arbitration and character. This third member of
was
organized
—
Federation
the
City
first Maritime
attack is seldom ninde openly. La- through the pressure of public the board usually comes from very
Front Labor Council, which was formed shortly after
bor can too readily understand opinion force the workers to ac- comfortable surroundings. He is
April 4, 1890.
the
nature of such an attack. So cept it, they will have gained their perhaps a civic leader well-known
Ever since this time the workers in the maritime
an
attempt
is made to confuse the ends even more effectively.
for his "public-spiritedness." Bet
industry on the Pacific Coast have gravitated toward
Some maritime workers may
workers.
he usually knows much more
federation of the various crafts so that their strength
ask, "Well, why not arbitrate?
"Labor
has
the
about
strike,"
the interior Of the city's
right
to
The
efforts
unified.
their
might be consolidated and
Didn't we agree to arbitrate at
structure, at first the result of spontaneous action, has say these • subtle spokesmen for the • end of the 1934 strike and clubs than about the interior of
more
about
golf
become traditional. Experience gained through the the employers. "But," they add, didn't we get better wages and forecastles,
courses than about the docks. He
years has done much to perfect and strengthen it, and "industrial warfare is too costly working conditions?"
may be a very "noble and fairthe increasing efficiency of the various Employers' As- to the community. It inconveniThis is true, but this article is
sociations .has been a constant spur to the federation of ences the public.. Arbitration is not written against arbitration. It minded" citizen, but if labor had
the only sane and c:vilized soludepended upon such men instead
the waterfront workers.
is written against the idea that
of upon
its
own
organized
After the Sailor' Union of the Pacific had come into tion. Workers must arbitrate."
the workers must arbitrate at all
Actually this argument grants
strength, it would probably still
being, it found that it had to fight tooth and nail to
times and under all conditions.
be wallowing in the depths of
check the efforts on the part of shipowners and crimps the workers the right to strike in
The gains that were made in
one
all
breath
and
medieval serfdom.
snatches
it
almost
away
years
several
for
union,
and
the
to destroy
1934, of course, were not made by
The long struggle up from serfIts activities had to be confined to this and to ques- in the next. If workers must ar- arbitration.
They
were made
tions of hours and working conditiorts aboard ship. bitrate then they must give up through the solidarity and mili- dom has not been accomplished
Even as early as 1886, a great strike was declared their right to strike. You can't tancy of the San Francisco work- through boards of mediation. It
against the Pacific Coast Shipowners' Association to have it both ways.
ers; they were Made by the strike has been accomplished by organization, struggle
Arbitration means that both itself. Does anyone believe that
prevent the shipment of scabs.
and self-sacrifice
In 1893, during the panic and depression which swept sides in an industrial dispute sub- without that strike some board of
UNITY
on the part of
the country, the seamen engaged in a long-drawn-out mit their demands to a so-called "Impartial" citizens would have
WILL
millions of workfight against employer pressure to reduce wages, re- "impartial" board, agreeing in ad- appeared as if by magic and
CONQUER ers, thousands of
introduce the grade-book system and apply other oppresvance to abide thrown these gains into the laps
whom have shed
by its decisions. of the workers? Does any one besive measures. In September of that year, a dynamite
MEANS
(Continued on Page 8)
When you agree lieve that the shipowners would their blood to win the roost eleYOU GIVE to this, you auhave paid any attention to such a mental human rights, the right to
UP STRIKE tomatically give board if it had appeared?
life, a little liberty, and the purup your right to
Arbitration has its uses. No la- suit of a small measure of hapstrike for the time being. If you bor organization which refuses at piness.
accept the proposition that you all times and under all
If the "public" has been inconconditions
From I.S.U. Pilot
must arbitrate in all cases, you to arbitrate is likely to survive venienced by this struggle from
pass a un- sacrifice your right to strike perin America to- time to time, it is perhaps unA Short-Story By PETER QUINCE and Lundeberg would
drunk, manently.
were
he
man
up
if
ion
against
day. But no la- fortunate; but it has never stepped
They sat on the sidewalk
G U A RDS
feet, picked up
If the worker is to be protected
got
to
his
Strauss
seamen's
bon organization in and stopped it. Why? Because
the
across
just
building
a
it against in his right to strike, he must be
STRIKE
that gives up its this "public" the shipowners and
hall. Four of them. In hickory the bottle and smashed
Protected in his right to refuse
ACTION
right to strike their allies talk about does not
shirts, imitation-wool jackets and the curbstone.
"What's the matter?" asked to arbitrate.
and accepts the
Frisco jeans. Their faces were
eagSo far as the laws of the United proposition that it must arbitrate
There is, to be sure, a body of
toughened from wind and rough Berry, somewhat startled but
not States are concerned, he is still
sleet and general strike. And er to settle this thing he., did
in possession of both those rights.
they were drunk. A bottle shifted quite understand.
41,
"Drove me nuts," said Strauss. Compulsory arbitration, enforced
among them. When it was empt"Looked like Hearst. Told you by government decree, is one of
ied, they stared somberly at it.
not to get them pot-bellies."
the ear-marks of fascism. A strike
youngest
"Well," said Berry, the
"Rat," said Slim sternly. "Hearst in Germany, Italy, or any other 151
9
of them, "we're broke. Ain't got
rat,
a
he's
is
a
rat!
By
God,
instance,
is
dictatorship
for
today,
Representatives of the leading maritime nations, with
a dime. Ain't got nothin'."
megaphoned impossible ueIess it were to be
"Got the Union," said Strauss. what I mean." He
the
exception of Germany, will discuss maritime labor
"Rat! a general strike of such proporThey looked across to the hall. his hands. "Ratl" he yelled.
triumRat!"
turned
Rat!
He
tions that it could be turned at problems at a special session of the International Labor
Slim fingered a button. "The Fedphantly. "I told 'ern, huh?"
once into a revolution. In any
eration. Got that, too."
Conference on October 6 in Geneva.
"Damn right,' said Berry.
other kind of a strike the fascist
Berry grinned. "Sure," he said
"Always, it was empty:"
Delegates from 62 member nations have been invited to
government would step in immedihappily. "Union and Federation.
"Huh?"
ately and order the workers back participate. Hours of work aboard ship, vacations with
Got that. Kicked out the finks.
"The bottle."
on the job. If they refused to go,
Ours now, by God!"
They lapsed into silence. "Naw," they would be lined up and shot. pay and similar problems will be considered.
"Swell union men, us guys,"
Hearst,
An effort will be made to work out a special agreement
Some American employers are
growled Burns, the oldest and said Burns, reverting to
"that ain't tellin' him a damn. in favor of such compulsory arbileast drunk of the four seamen.
for an annual vacation of 12 working days for ship's of"Christ!" he wanted to know, Can't hear drunks. Hear demon- tration—substituting, perhaps, a
unlicensed. personnel. An
trouble.
stration,
strike.
ear
Got
term in jail for the shooting. As ficers, and 6 working days for
"S'pose Lundeberg or Bridges
ships of more
Can't
hear
for
all
foreign-going
nothln'
hut,"
8-hour
deck
day
on
to
hesitate
a
class,
they
however,
they
was t' come by, huh? What'd
Slim lurched to his feet, sudden- push for it because the majority than 2,500 gross tons, and in the engine room for all such
think?" The group brooded heavly angry. "Yell," he blazed, "that's of them are not yet in favor of
ily.
ships more than 700 gross tons, as well as a 10-hour day
mumbled an I hear. Strike, demonstration. concentrating so much power in
"They're
okay,"
job action, solidarity. Hell, it's a the hands of the government. As for the catering staff will also be discussed. The manning
Strauss.
will be taken up in detail.
"Who said they weren't okay?" god-damn finky world, that's what labor becomes more militant, how- problem
it
is.
A
god—"
will
ever,
them
more
and
of
more
shoved
He
Burns barked fiercely.
Shortly before the conference opens, the International
"Shut up," growled Berry, get- be won to the point of View . that
a hand through his toiusied hair ting to his feet.
Labor Office will issue a maritime statistical handbook.
arbitration is
and scowled belligerently at. the
"Shut up nothinse What's we got such compulsory
This
n is9 conference is the first of its kind to be held since
others. While three of them arg- outa the strike? Beat over the necessary.
drive
to
It
is
possible,
Page
8)
.however,
(Continued
on
Bridges
ued as to whether or not
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There Ain't No Solidarity I

i International Conference i

people
in
this country
and
throughout the world—technical,
professional
white-collared
and
workers, even members of the
doomed small middle class who do
not as yet realize where their own
ultimate interests lie. It is labor'e
task to win their support if oo
till
sible. But labor cannot wait
their enlightenment to conduct ita
own struggle for higher standards
Of life and labor. For upon its
struggle depends not only its own
welfare but that of society as R
whole.

The Seaman's Wife
_
You have heard them talk of tete
seaman,
That they lead rollicking life,
But never a word do you hear of
The lonesome seaman's wife.
He may make the home pore in
the morning,
And sail again while it is still
light,
When both of their hearts tie
bleeding '
To spend with each other oqe
night.
Though they may both smile
bravely,
There glistens in their eyes a
tear,
They cling for a moment to each
other
As they whisper, "I love you dear,"
Did you ever watch a wife,
Bid goodbye from the dock below?
Watch the boat grow smaller,
With the out-going tide go?
She stood on the dock one morning,
They had been married one short
week,
Watched her husband climb the
ladder,
And thought her heart would
break.
Although his steps were laggitoe
He never turned around,
Of the two he was the stronger,
As she had suddenly found.
As she walked along the front,
Tears fell without shame,
Although they were parting,
She carried his heart and name.
Will there be tears of happineiii,
When he comes back to port,
Will he kiss and caress her.
And hold her until it hurts?
Will they stiff love each other,
With their body, souls and hem,
e
Or will they have forgotten,
Will they have drifted apart?
Dedicated to my husbander.
Jay E. Murchison, e,
Nov. 28, 1935.
By DOROTHEA L. MURCHISON,
(A Seaman's Wife.) -
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ADDITIONAL RANK and FILE
ACTIVE UNION MAN
i Francisco,

Calif.,
seekeeber 3, 1936.

-r
and not by the implications of
Brother Stuart.
It may be true that I stayed
outside the A. F. of L. until after
the '34 strike, but I did not have
to wait till '34 to join a union
either. I am not afraid of any
"red bogeys"—my record is clear
for the '34, tanker, steam schooner
and last spring's East Coast strike.
I am an active union man, both
on the job and on the beach and
I believe that anyone who knows
me will vouch for that .Sometimes
the color of the union book doesn't
always determine a union man.
In conclusion 1 wish to thank
the Voice for printing the correction I sent,in and to state that
I still .am and always have been
a booster for the only joint mara
time crafts' rank and file paper,
the VOICE OF THE FE DERATION.
THOMAS E. BURNS,
S.U.P. No. 3970.

Edit or:
As much as I feel that an argument beck and iorth in the Voice
Is • a poor 'whey, I believe the
article of .1. a tuart in the August
20 issue iner0s an answer.
In regard to the statement that
I and "others" are not in the
union for its welfare, but to build
a Volitical party, I wish to state
that I joined the Sailors' Union
because I am an active seafarer
and because I believe that. my
interest. ean best be advanced
and protected jointly with other
seafaring men and not individually. For that reason alone I
joined and not to hued any political party.
And to the question why I and
"ley" politicians don't juin the
1.S.11., I have this to say, "I will
join the LSAT. when the majority
membership up and down the
HARPOON PROTESTS
col!st have expressed their willSan Francisco,
not one
/108s to do so and
Sept. 15, 1936.
mioute before."
President Roosevelt,
.1s to the return of the charter, White House,
I feel at this time, especially after Washington, D. C.:
crew
undersigned
We, the
seeing the •maneuvers of Hunter
at Pori Arthur, th:t. the Sailors' members of the S. S. Harpoon,
Union has been correct. in reject- (Shepard Line) do hereby enter
ing the Intermit ion;11's terms. As a vigorous protest against Copemuch as I would like to see the land Bill No. 11R8597. Respectunion an integral part of the fully demand your support in bemovement.
repeal
whole labor movement (the A. F. half of a
of L.), yet it becomes obvious Strongly urge non-enforcement of
that the question of democracy is continuous discharge book.
JACK MAYNARD, No. 4427.
vital, without which no true rank
and file organization can exist.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Allow me to say that I have
arrived at these conclusions after
Attend Your Union Meeting.
much deliberation and discussion

THANKS HILO I.L.A.
Hilo, Hawii,
Editor:
This letter is for the purpose of
Informing you of the whole-hearted support and co-operation our
fellow brothers, the I.L.A. in Hilo,
are giving us in our fight against
the phony things the shipowners
are trying to pull over on me We
are all off the S. S. Matsonia of
the Matson Steamship Company,
because the chief engineer of said
ship fired one of our loyal brothers, Brother Fred Wills, for union
activity.
While here, the Hilo longshoremen were willing and some did
give up their own beds so that
we could sleep. This in itself gives
you a good idea of the work these
men are doing here. We also wish
these men to be mentioned in
THE VOICE OF THE FEDERATION so they will know we appreciate the full-fledged co-operation
and support that these men gave
us under the direction of Hrt.ry
Kamoku, the agent for the I.L.A.
In Hilo.
In Brotherly interest,
F. TA WADA,
Engine-room Delegate,
S. S. Ma tsonia.

Correction
Our attention has been called
to an error in the name of the
ship and the line owning it upon
which a rotted rope, broke, slipping a lifeboat and injuring three
members of the crow.
The ship was the S. S. Pennsylvania of the Panama Pacific line
and not. the S. S. Oriente.

T
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their proposals submitted so far
even remotel-y considered seriously, the condition resulting therefrom would be 75 per cent worse
than they have been up to now,
which have been entirely unsatisfactory. The Union is willing to
go the necessary lengths in bringing the shipowners to their senses,
if they are responsible enough and
have the necessary good intentions
to avoid strife.

(Continued from Page 7)
explosion occurred in Curtin's
hoarding house in San Francisco.
Five non-union seamen were killed
and a sixth crippled for life. Three
members of the Sailors' Union of
the Pacific were arrested on suspicion. A week later, Goodall,
Perkins and Company publicly announced their intention to ship
whomever they pleased on their
boats and to cease paying overtime wages.
Evidence clearly indicated that
the dynamiting was a frameup
designed to turn public opinion
against the sailors. The union
(Continued from Page 1)
offered a $1,000 reward for the
by the Firemen has been working urea and conviction of the perpday and night sending stories to etrator of the outrage, but nothnewspapers and exposures of the ing was ever discovered. Although
frameup to unions.
Tyrrell, a. seaman charged with
Members of the Defense Com- complicity in the Curtin case, was
mittee elected at the September 8 acquitted the following March, the
conference are:
damage had been done, and the
Francis Shaw, Federal Labor union was forced to capitulate
Union, Oakland; C. E. McGovern, completely to the employers.
United Laborers No. 261, San
Membership dropped 50 per
Francisco; N. Levine, Cloakmak- cent; in July, 1894, the union had
ens' Union, Local No. 8; C. Mc- only 908 members. The weakness
Ginnis, Alameda County Central of the Sailors' Union and the large
Labor Council; E. Colman, Alaska number of unorganized workers
Cannery Workers; Dave Harring- made it impossible to fight against
members.
Although the employers' propos- ton, Warehousemen; George Mun- the low wages and bad conditions.
als designate the I.S.U. as the agent sey, Cannery Workers' Union; Not until returning prosperity did
for the Cooks and Stewards, the Carl Nelson, Waiters' Union, Lo- the union regain its losses. A
men demand that the Marine Cooks cal No. 30; Herman Stuyvelaar, successful 3-months strike raised
and Stewards' Association, Pacific Ship Clerks.
wages, and by 1901, membership
committee had grown to 3,465.
the
heads
Shaw
District, should be designated as
the direct bargaining agent. Like- planning for the September 26
Long before this the seamen
wise in the owners' proposals that conference; Colman the financial had learned from similar bitter
preference of employment be given ,committee; McGovern the pub- experiences that, struggle as they
and
R. S. might, genuine progress could not
to members of the I.S.U., the M.C. licity committee;
and S., Pacific District, should be Walmsley, Alaska Cannery Work- be made by the union until the
ers, the speakers' bureau.
substituted.
American laws applying • to seaAn East Bay Defense Commit- men were improved. Accordingly,
The Marine Cooks and Stewards
are determined to make possible tee has been set up at 908 7th, they began to bend their efforts
the reaching of an agreement con- Street, Oakland, at the Ware- to this end.
sistent with the principles of the housemen's Union headquarters,
organization, for the protection of under the supervision of Eugene
the interests of the membershila Barrish of the Firemen.
Named on the East Bay Defense
and corresponding to the policies
of the Maritime Federation of the Committee were Sidney Dooray,
Pacific as adhered to by all other East Bay Machinists No. 284; Tom
To the long list of accidents due
Stinson, Mine, Mill and Smelter to the shipowners' disregard for
affiliated unions.
The attitude of the shipowners Workers No. 53; Margaret Harri- human life may be added that
so far displayed in the negotiations son, American League against War which caused the death of John
le one making impossible the and Fascism; Caroline C. Coffin, Kreuger last week.
reaching of an agreement and ex- American League; E. R. de FreIn order to avoid a swinging
Federation of load, he stepped back and plunged
poses their lack of sincerity. Were nTieear(yth,
Teachers.
thirty feet down an open hatch,
A special meeting of the Fire- striking upon his head.
men was held Saturday morning
He was rushed to the Harbor
to secure speakers to contact all Emergency hospital, but died from
unions in the bay area. Speakers the effects of the fall.
I.L.A. 38-100
have appeared before 25 unions.
Funeral service were held last
Copies of the pamphlet will be Tuesday.
I.L.A. 38- 44
!distributed to members of unions
Kreuger was a member of I.L.A.
until the first edition of 5000 is Local 38-79.
exhausted. Another larger pamphlet will be issued within the
next two weeks.
(Continued from Page 1)
members of the stewards' department. The Cooks and Steward:,
maintain that the owners cannot
be permitted the exclusive right to
determine the ,personnel necessary
to furnish proper service.
The notoriously low wages in the
stewards' departments will receive
no consideration, if the chiseling
employe% have their way. In addition, their proposals would attempt to undermine the basic proposals of maritime unionism, arrogantly demanding absolute liberty in- hiring and firing workers
regardless of eligibility. The Marine Cooks and Stewards' Union
maintains that employee should be
chosen only on the basis of eligibility, which the Union is very
competent to determine. Any proposal which can be used to blacklist union men is unqualifiedly ruled out by the Union.
The employers, moreover, reject
the insertion of a ,clause in the
agreement that the Cooks and
SLewards shall not pass through
picket lines. The Union feels that
to go through any picket line would
be to jeopardize the lives of their
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NEW YORK, N. Y. (FP).--With
the split in the American Federation of Labor on the mind of
every union worker, organized labor turned out in larger numbers
than in any recent year to celebrate Labor Day. Giant parades
and mass meetings—in Pittsburgh,
150,000 workers heard speeches
by steel union leaders— marked
the day. Prete Wm. Green of the
A. IF. of L., speaking at Knoxville,
Tenn., decried the split, hut once
again hit the Committee for industrial Organization as "dual." In
Washington, Pres. John L. Lewis
of the United Mine Workers of
America, in a nationwide radio
broadcast, called for greater. unionism to lift American living
standards.
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(Continued from Page 7)

against the "oppressors," if they
had come out openly as ',lie agents
of Dig Business. It was easy for
them in the beginning to disguise
their ,real roles because, in the
beginning, large capitalistic interests were not interested in them.
Big Business had arisen and
flourished under a form of government known as "democracy"—
either in a limited monarchy or a
republic. And it had done very
well, thank you. The workers had
certain civil rights and as long as
they were under the illusion that
this made them "free men," Big
Businees was not worried. It knew
that real power—economic power
—was in its own hands. It was.
only when the workers became
disillusioned with these democratic forms and made a real bid
for power through their organized
mass strength that Big Business
turned to Fascism as a last resort,
in order to crush them.
Just what is this Fascism that
the economic rulers of the world
turn to in their moment of supreme peril? It is not necessarily
synonymous with "conservatism,"
with mere anti-labor violence, with
vigilantism. Troops were first
used against the American workers and .farmers as far back as
Shay's Rebellion, shortly after the
American Revolution. Troops and
armed thugs have been used in
every major labor and farm rebellion since that time. The Ku
Klux Klan flourished in America
before Fascism was ever thought
of—not merely as a name, but as
a definite reality. And at a time
when Capitalism was riding on
top of the world—during the
World War—every type of civil
liberty was violated.

There Ain't No
Solidarity
(('ontinued from .Page 7)
head. Tear gas! The can! Why
the hell ain't I shippin"stead of
bein' on the beach."
Berry grabbed him by his jacket, their faces an inch apart.
"Whets a matter with the Union?" he demanded in an excited
voice.
Slim shoved the kid away,
"Nothin'," lie said slowly. "I'm
drunk, I •guess. It ain't the Union.
I coulda shipped out last if I'd a
wanted to. The Union's Okay."
He slumped to the ground, "It's
the rest of the town that burns
me up. The Front's all right,
swell. But why ain't the other
unions kickin' out the finks?
Lookit Scharrenberg sneakin' into
an office union. What the hell
kind o' solidarity is that?"
,"Take it easy, Mister," said
Burns. "That guy'll get caught
up with, don't worry about that.
Sure there's some finks in the
leadership. Ryans an' stuff. But
they'll get caught up with."
continued.
Slim
"Solidarity,"
"Hell!" In their drunkenness they
forgot the General Strike, forgot
them all. They sat silently.
"Look," said Strauss.
A girl came walking up the
street, She kept glancing up at
the doorways for an address. She
was a neat little trick, about 22
maybe. Her heels went click, click
on the sidewalk. They watched
her, these four, and all of them
knew that on long trips, come
dark, . they'd be lying on their
narrow bunks, seeing the freshness of her again, hearing the
click, click of her sharp heels on

the sidewalk.
"Bet she's a god-damn —"
"Shut up!" commanded Burns.
"Well, what's she doin' here?".
Slim demanded resentfully. "Why
where
ain't she stayin' up town
she belongs?"
"Maybe" v entur ed Strauss4
What
Fascism
distinguishes
lookire
then from ordinary reaction and "she's Annie Laurie out
cry."
good
a
for
suppression? Fascism is a defi"Jesus," cried Berry, "She's gonite phase of economic developinto the hall."
ing
ment. It appears when Capitalism
one
They got to their feet of
—the economic order under which
of misbunch
a
like
and
accord,
we now function-2-bas begun to
up the
disintegrate or when it finds it- chievous boys, stomped
moved
girl
The
her.
after
stairs
self unable to solve its economic'
stopped'
She
contradictions and maintain itself down the corridor.
ball, A
in any other way than by whole- just inside the meetipg
of
sight
the
sale terror. In this last, desperate little frightened at
gathering
Then,
men.
many
so
phase of its fight to survive,
to the
"democracy" must go by the courage, she proceeded
dig-,
the
which
behind
counter
board, nationalism must be inhad
room
tensified and all its reliance must patcher stood. The
into
be staked upon some "man on grown silent. The men eased
respect.
to
horseback" sufficiently clever to something related
,
The crowd before the dispatch.
win the support of the masses and
girl
the
let
sufficiently ruthless to crush them er's desk separated to
were drunk
()rive he has won that support. If through, The four who
the whole world is plunged back followed.
on
The girl dropped something
into barbarism by this action, it
couldn't
"I
Bills.
the counter.
does not matter.
parade," she
Remember the phrase—"suffi- march in the strike
to work.
had
ciently clever to win the support said hurriedly. "I
made."
I
what
Here's
of the masses." No frank reaclookThe four who were drunk
tionary can do this. Such a man
it was
And
other.
each
at
ed
must promise everything, must be
thing like
able to arouse the wildest popu- funny the way a little
up. . •
them
sober
could
lar enthusiasm. Only a demagogue that
I.S.U. Pilot.):
ran perform this function. He will (Reprinted from the
Ice "a man of the people."
When we have fascism in America--this is the way it will happen. The Fascist Leader will not
come out of the Liberty League—
even if he is financed by it. He
will come from the cane-brakes,
the prairies, the timber lands. He
may have a Harvard education,
but he will be careful to say
"ain't." He will thunder against
"the v es ted interests." The
rulers of America may be unficruplous but they are not fools.
When we get Fascism, the employers will not 4tave to lift a

Buy Modesto Boys Stamps.
-----------Patronize Our Advertisers
Don't Patronize Standard Oil
-Dictator
The
finger against labor.
them.
will take care of that for
because
impossible
Strikes will be
hY
labor unions will be replaced
meanwhilei
"Labor Fronts." In the
"Wolf.
it is better not to shout
worker
the
Wolf" too often, •lest
serifail to take ,the real thing
ously when it appears.
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O'Grady
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Flies To

Sailors Prove Owners Tied Up S. S.

East Coast Meet
Taking an airplane, E. 13.
O'Grady, secretary of the Masters,
Mates and Pilots Association, flew
last Tuesday to New York City

-

•...Ian.

Dispatchers' Reports

President Hoover

Page Nine

Complete Log Of Shipowners'
Tying Up S.S. Pres. Hoover

Court

Decision

Fails

To Deter Carlson

Gang
Why do they allow such a thing
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
gers and cargo.
to occur just at this time, when
whom are old officials with the
They condemn the insistence of the unions are negotiating for a
exception
of the secretary and
official, after the matter had been tary of the Sailorr,' " lion could
By HARRY LUNDEBERG
one member of the crew that the new agreement?
treasurer, have thus far failed.
Do
this
they
in
see
situation,
arHoover
AUGUST 26: S. S.
investigated.
law be lived up to in this respect,
for a conference with officials of
be present at an informal meet- When Hunter was asked to call
and uphold the one man who has an opportunity to test the strength rives in S. F. from Honolulu. Dollar Line officials are unable to ing to be attended by several such
the M.E.B.A., the M.M.&P., and
a meeting, he flatly refused.
of the Maritime Federation of the Crew logged by Capt. Geo. Yard- furnish any
violated it.
proof of Brenner's in- maritime officials. On Tuesday,
A.R.T.A. to consider the national
In
order to make progress
Pacific Coast?
ley of the Dollar Line as follows: competency, and state further that
Because a sailor had nerve
A. R. T. A.
ramifications of the employers'
the licensed groups had been noti- against the obstacles which the
Is
attempt
to
it
an
teat
the
Two days' pay taken away for he will not be allowed to sail on
Five Radiomen signed on
enough to charge one of their
organized stand against the west
fied that the vessel wuold sail at deposed officials are constantly
possible workability of the pro- "refusing to obey a lawful com- the Pres. Hoover—nor
through the hall.
on any 4 p. m. with a deck crew of I.S.U. putting in their way, the new.
skippers with gross negligence, the
coast maritime unions.
Copeland
visions
Bill?
of
the
* a a * •
mand of the master," and two other ship of the Dollar Line
Dollar Line now says that he is
Among the problems the confermen—or what notr
secretary and treasurer, F. C.
Is it a concerted move on the days' pay for holding up U. S. which includes
American Mail
ence will consider beside the emBARGEMEN
not a desirable employe. They
Phillips and M. Byne, have issued
At
4
p.
m.,
Hoover
however,
the
part
of
owners
all
the
to
get
at
mail, the ship supposedly having Line, Tacoma Oriental, S. S.
All the Bargemen are working. did not say it when they forployers organization will be posthe
following instructions to the
was
still
at
her
dock;
S.U.P.
and
these facts through' the Hoover been held up 20 minutes at Hono- Camp and Admiral
as as,is
Lines. Dollar
sible extension of a maritime fedmerly employed him on the Presimembership:
officials
were
meeting
with
Fitzaffair?
lulu homeward bound.
Line insists that the Pres. Hoover
dent Hoover and again on the
eration to national proportions.
I. L. A. (38-79)
1. Boycott all and any branches
gerald. At 7 p.m. the following
UNION NOT AT FAULT
AUGUST 27: Crew refuses to leave for sea without Brenner and
The gangs made 208 hours. President Pierce, nor did they
that may be established by the
proposal
had
been
worked
out:
These are all pertinent ques- pay off until log is removed. Em- that his case be referred to an
The past week was the largest
say it while he was employed
NEW YORK, N, Y.
S.U.P. would withdraw Brenner, International office, or so-called •
(FP)-in 1.L.A. history. one thousand
"Borden products must be kept
this last time on the President' tions which the public should con- phatically deny refusing to "obey arbitrator later.
provided
Dollar Line would not membership committee.
isms
men used from other Maritime
out of every home where a living
Hoover until after he had filed sider, bearing in mind that the a lawful command" and also state
SEPTEMBER 5: Secty. of Sail- discriminate against him on other
2. Demand to see the credenwrong
unions
ALL
can't
be
the
Federation halls. It's no mystthat when they were turned to in ors' Union received written notice
is earned by honest labor,"
charges against the master. As a
ships and the controversy over tials of all agents and delegates
deery why the shipowners are
clares Milk Wagon Drivers, Chaufmatter of fact, they gave him a time; that there are laws of safety Honolulu to single up by the from T. G. Plant, Chairman of the the Hoover would not interfere who ask you to pay dues.
piling on the work at this tithe. "Very Good" discharge for his which should be observed; that bos'n, they all went on deck; bos'n Shipowners' Coast Committee,
feurs & Helpers' Local 584 in an
3. Pay dues only to those agents
with resumption of negotiations
• a•
•
appeal to unionists and sympaservices on all three ships of the it is difficult for the unions to and his gang forward taking on stating that if the deck crew is for a new agreement. After con- and delegates who have crecien,
get their side of the case in the board wire housing from towboat not signed on and ready to sail
thizers for support in its dispute
company.
M. F. 0. W.
sulting with Washington, D. C,, tials bearing the signature of Secpapers, because the publishers are and letting go lines forward. by 2 p. in. on
With the company, well-known
136 Firemen, Oilers, Waterthat day, the ship- Conciliator Fitzgerald agreed this retary Frederick C. Phillips.
It is just possible that the comfor
afraid of offending some of their Bos'n's mate went aft with his owners would withdraw offer
Re anti-union activity.
tenders and Wipers shipped out.
of was a very fair proposal and sub4. In those ports where we have,
pany is at fault, and not the
The powerbest advertisers.
ful dairy company, with
gang and took in lines; longshore- negotiating with • Sailors' Union
74 others worked longshore.
master, by reason of the company
mitted same to Dollar Line offic- not yet been able to establish ofconnec• a * • •
The Sailors' Union makes no nien still on board at 10:12.
tions over much of the
for a new agreement. This notice ials, particularly Mr. King—who ficers, refuse to recognize the old
giving the captain orders which
U. Ss Is
fighting the union and
M. C. & S.
AUGUST. 28: Harry Lundeberg, arrived around 10 a. in.
are contrary to law. It must be apology for the Hoover situation.
agreed on same. After being OK'd officials. Send in your dues by
refusing
to bargain collectively.
Eight shipped; 147 on list;
This ultimatum immediately re- by the membership of the S.U.P., mail to New York directly to M.
borne in mind that the Dollar Their crew was standing by ready secretary of Sailors' Union, sends
The union
10 new men -registered.
estimates the company has spent
Line is sadly in need of new ton- to sail the vessel as soon as the protest against unlawful log to ferred to the crew on the Pres. Fitzgerald and Lundeberg went to Byne, treasurer of the M.F.O.W.,
• a a • •
$3,000,000 nationally to break unnage to enable it to compete with discrimination case would be dis- Mr. Weaver, director U. S. Steam- Hoover by Secty. • Lundeberg, and Dollar Dock to get same in writ- 215 - 10th Avenue, if your ship
ions.
M. M.& P.
the faster Japanese ships in the posed of; the union offered sev- boat Inspection Service.
while discussing it with crew the ing, and found Capt. Westdahl and does not call here.
177 Sailors shipped out dur- same trade. In order for the Dol- eral solutions and compromises;
5. All members in the port of
AUGUST 29: Ship ready te sail 2 p. in. deadline was reached. Mr. Bush of the Dollar Line reing the week.
Don't Patronize Hearst.
lar Line to make any showing at the company would accept none, for Pedro. U. S. Shipping Com- Lundeberg called Plant asking fusing same entirely, stating that New York are asked to register
Faimumummmangimmimsaimmaimmonin
• *
*
all, they must make every minute and finally summarily discharged missioner Thos. Ellison cut log that deadline be postponed until they would not agree to have in the Union halls for shipping.
S. U. P.
of their schedule count. For that the sailors.
in two, refusing to sustain mas- question could be referred to a Charles Brenner sign on any of This is the proper place to ship
PORTLAND
Eleven Engineers signed artThe Dollar Line, all the way ter's log of "holding up U. S. special membership meeting called their ships. Again matter thrown from—not the crimp joints.
reason, orders are given to get
icles.
6. Sign the pledge cards that "
away from the dock as soon as through the case, has assumed an mail." Crew advised by Sailors for 4 p. in, Plant refuses to ex- into confusion, as the membership
A Union House for
*
a
*
•
the passengers are aboard and arbitrary and uncompromising at- Union to pay off, under protest, tend, and states the decision for of the S.U.P. refused to back-down are now being issued. Show CarlUnion Men
M. E. B. A.
the cargo finished, which fre- titude. Their sole Argument is and take ehip to Pedro. Ship not 2 p. m. stands.
on their previous stand on dis- son and Misland that the memEver?body
working, many
quently results in just such a that they have the right to select delayed at this time. Port Capt.
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tremendous advances made by large-scale farming are unmistakable.
With fixed costs, such as mortgages, power rates and
the like, remaining constant, the small farmer can only retrench by bearing down on the worker. In his desperate
struggle to hang on against the deadly competition of the
large-scale farmer, it is too difficult to fight the utilities
and the banks. The lack of organization of the farm workers facilitates his choice. The result has been the depression of wages to below the subsistence level, and this ac'counts for the chronic strike movement sweeping the state.
The succession of crop harvesting requires the availability of a large migratory army. As crops ripen in their
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every strike. But to expect the starved and oppressed
agricultural workers to take some of small "John Farm- ADDRESS
er's" load, when he hasn't the guts or the sense to fight
his real enemy, is not only a rank piece of arrogant im- CITY and STATE
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pudence, but sheer ignorance.
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